Submerged (Bound Together) (Volume 1)

One night. Thats all it was supposed to be.
Blake Thomas entire career as a Special
Agent with the Federal Bureau of
Investigation has led up to this one job:
submerging himself in a lifestyle of fast
cars and even faster women. Hes deep
undercover, building a case to bring down
an intricate criminal ring of car thieves in
Las Vegas, with no time to think about the
one woman he cant seem to forget. He
never imagined his past would become
tangled with his present, threatening to be
his downfall.
Two years ago, Carly
Mathewson planned for a one-night stand
with a perfect stranger. What she didnt
count on was being reminded of him every
time she looked into the emerald eyes of
the daughter they unexpectedly created.
Since that night, shes devoted herself to
keeping her life simple. But when her past
refuses to stay buried, shes determined to
do everything she can to keep it from
jeopardizing what shes worked so hard to
achieve. Suddenly, everything and
everyone Carly has known arent quite what
they seemed. Every present has a past.
Before they can secure a future together,
Blake and Carly are forced to admit that
their lives are linked by so much more than
just that one night. Without warning, theyre
bound together for life.
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